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A Santa Clarita Film Permit and/or a Film LA Permit is required for filming, and the ranch manager will
guide Production as to which permit(s) must be pulled.
For events, a Special Events Permit may be required.
The Speed Limit on Blue Cloud Road is 15 M.P.H.
The Speed Limit inside of Blue Cloud Ranch is 5 M.P.H.
Normal operating hours (excluding shoot days) are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday through Friday.
The Ranch is closed on weekends (excluding shoot days) unless prior arrangements are made with Ranch
manager.
Scouting the Ranch outside of normal operating hours is welcome, however, a $200 opening fee and site
representative may be required.
Closed-toed shoes must be worn at all times, Cast/Background that are in wardrobe must have a pair of
closed-toed shoes to be worn between set and staging.
A Location Agreement, all necessary permits, insurance certs., proof of workers comp., security deposit
and payment in-full must be received by the Ranch no less than 48-Hours prior to the scheduled rental
period. If any portion is not received at least 48-Hours prior, Production’s hold on the Ranch may be
released.
Ranch use is on a non-exclusive basis unless exclusivity has been contracted with the Ranch.
The Ranch recognizes a standard 12-hour prep/strike work day and a live action work day as 14 hours.
Productions working in excess of a 14-hour period, but less than a 20-hour period will be charged
incremental overtime rates. Productions combining prep or strike work with shoot work which exceeds a
20-hour period in any given day, or that rolls over to another day, will be charged a prep or strike day in
addition to a shoot day. Productions shooting in excess of a 20-hour period, usually involving but not
limited to first and second units, will be charged an additional shoot day. The Ranch must be notified in
advance if extended hours are anticipated. If Production is shooting with a 1st and 2nd Unit on the Ranch
simultaneously, the Ranch may require a second FSA, Site Rep and/or Water Truck with driver at its sole
discretion.
The Production Company’s Clock will start when their first vehicle enters the property and ends when their last
vehicle has exited the property.
Security Officers used in conjunction with production in any manner must comply to California State
Standards be Bonded and possess required documentation on their person and display it when requested.
Crew members may not be used as Security Officers.
No friends, family or personal pets (including dogs) are allowed on the Ranch; licensed medical or
emotional support animals are allowed by law, but necessary documentation is required.
Children under the age of eighteen (18) are not allowed on the premises unless the child is a cast member
with a work permit, accompanied by a welfare worker, teacher or Guardian. Children under the age of
eighteen (18) must be accompanied by an adult at all times.
All personal vehicles must be parked in the “Crew Parking Area” only, unless prior arrangements have
been made with the Ranch Staff in advance and in writing.
All persons associated with Production are to stay in the specific area(s) rented by Production; hiking,
touring, foot traffic or sightseeing outside of the area is prohibited. Production is responsible for providing
shuttle vehicles or signage for the crew to ensure they are aware of Production Company's work area.
The use of bicycles, razors, scooters or similar conveyances, motorized or not, are not permitted for use
on the Ranch unless approved by Ranch manager in advance and in writing.
If Production elects to film on Blue Cloud Road, Production must provide appropriate signage and
Personnel for traffic control. Signage includes, but is not limited to, "Men at Work" road signs, hand held
"Stop/Slow" signs operated by personnel. Production company may not detain any person for longer
than 90 seconds at a time nor block the road entirely. One lane of Blue Cloud Road must be left
clear/open at all times during filming.
The Ranch Manager may be reached by telephone or e-mail at:
+1 (661) 510-6873 | frank@bluecloud.com
Thank you for your help in keeping Blue Cloud Ranch a great place to create!

Rules & Regulations (Cont.)
20. The Ranch is located in a wilderness area with portions bordering the Los Padres National Forest and
Haskell Open Space. As a wilderness area, the terrain includes holes, rocks, hills, and hazardous
vegetation, such as poison oak and sumac. In addition, wildlife such as rattlesnakes, scorpions, bobcats,
and mountain lions frequent this region. Entry is at your own risk.
21. No Ranch items are available for use by Production unless granted by Ranch management in advance and
in writing.
22. Use of Ranch electricity or water must be approved by Ranch Management in advance and in writing.
Ranch water is not considered potable.
23. Sets on Blue Cloud Ranch do not always conform to general construction guidelines. Production Company
is responsible for insuring sets are suitable for the intended use and up to Production’s safety standards.
Production may set up a time with the Ranch Manager to inspect the sets in advance.
24. Any Sets, Dressing, Equipment or Third-Party Equipment associated with the Production must be removed
by close of business following the last contracted day, anything left longer may be subject to a fee.
25. All trash generated by production companies must be cleared away and lawfully removed from Ranch
premises by a Santa Clarita approved vendor. The Ranch trash dumpsters are for Ranch use only.
26. Smoking is restricted based upon weather conditions. When allowed, smoking is to occur only in an area
designated by the Fire Safety Advisor or Ranch manager. Any person violating this rule may be removed
from the property. Production must ensure designated smoking areas are clearly marked and have a safe
method for the disposal of cigarette butts.
27. The Ranch manager, at his sole discretion and after meaningful consultation with the Production Company,
is not required to provide access to the Ranch before, after or during poor weather conditions which
render the use of the Ranch impracticable and/or unsafe.
28. The Oak trees and Scrub Oaks located on the Ranch are protected by state law and the ground beneath
them is limited to foot traffic only. Nailing to or trimming of any trees is prohibited. Tying anything to Oak
or Scrub trees must be approved in advance by Ranch Management.
29. Possession or consumption of alcohol is prohibited on Ranch property at all times, unless alcohol is a part
of a Special Event and the necessary permits, licenses and insurance have been received and provided to
and approved by the Ranch manager in advance.
30. Use of tumbleweeds, cattail, Oleanders, Pennisetum Grass, Bermuda grass or lily pads is not allowed on
the ranch premises without prior approval of Ranch Management.
31. No chemicals of any kind may be added to the dry river beds. Any chemicals added to ranch foliage, must
be approved in advance by Ranch Manager and must be biodegradable.
32. A water truck and driver are required to be with the Production Company at all times while the Production
Company is on the Ranch.
33. Blue Cloud Ranch and its staff are not liable nor accept responsibility for stolen, lost or damage to items
belonging to the Production Company or any other company or individual providing goods, services and
other materials to the Production or it's visitors to the set or its employees.
34. Ranch telephone numbers are not to be used as contact numbers on call sheets; Production must provide
their own contact telephone numbers to Production staff and assign a Production liaison with Ranch Staff.

The Ranch Manager may be reached by telephone or e-mail at:
+1 (661) 510-6873 | frank@bluecloud.com
Thank you for your help in keeping Blue Cloud Ranch a great place to create!

